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THE YOGIC EXPERIENCE UNDER
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

1. InlwJuction

, Time ~nd again man and the mystery of his being has been
the focal POInt. of our st~?y and research. "Humanity's attention",
says Dr. AlexIs Carrel, must turn from the machines and the
wOrld. of inanimate matter, to the body and soul of man, to the
organl~ and mental processes which have created the machines and
the unIverse of Newton ~n~ Einstein."1 Over the years,' man has
devoted a great deal of hIS time and energy to the study of mental
phenomena, the macrocosm; he has practicaUy ignored the sublime
and nobl~ demands of the innerself, the microcosm. Psychologists
regard. thIs ~eglected source of energy as the untapped human
potentIal. It IS ~ c?mmon belief that by activating this force, man
can tap the unllIIuted energy in his psyche and thus find his ful-
filment in life. In our times, Transcendental Meditation claims
to ~tili~e this great human potential to a considerable degree, in
a sCIentIfic way. The wider application of this meditative method
to 'pe~ple dra\~n from every walk of life paved the way for various
obJ.ecuv.e studies and reporting of the experiences. The present
article IS an attempt' to examine some of these research studies
from the point of view of psychological sciences.

2. The Movement called ™
a) From the Himalaya,s: Transcendental .Meditation (Th1)r in
the present form was initiated by His Holiness Maharshi Mahesh
Yogi. He was a disciple of Swami Brahmananda Saraswati (also
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alled Guru Dev) when he was the Sankaracharya of Jyotir Math
~1941-1953) in the Himalyas. In 1958, five years after the death

f Swami Brnhmnnanda, Mahesh Yogi started "The Spiritual Re-
°eneration Movement" in Madras, on the occasion of the 89th
firthday celebration of Guru Dev. Th~ traditiona~ Yoga insisted
on concentration and control of the mind for attainmg pure Con-
sciousness. But Maharshi eventually realized that an experience of
the transcendental values of consciousness, as opposed to intel-
lectual analysis of them, is possible through a method other than
that of classical Yoga, namely, through the Transcendental Medit-
ation technique. According to a ™Publication,2 "On the basis
of the evident seriousness, reliability, and success of the teaching
proced~re, the net-wor~ of teachers ~nd the number of people
practising the ™ technique grew rapidly. As of the end of 1975,
over 10,000 teachers from almost every nation had been trained,
and they in turn had instructed over one million individuals in
the practices of the ™ technique. Over 400 centres have b:en
established in the United States alone for the purpose of teaching
the TM programme."3

b) Source 0/ Inspiretion: Mahesh Yogi always insisted in his
talks that though the technique of ™as a practical aspect of the
science of Creative Intelligence is a comparatively new discipline,
it has got its roots in vedic and later Indian religious literature.
It was only a rediscovery of the simplicity, effectiveness and
naturalness that characterized the ancient Indian Yogic practice of
meditation. His immediate predecessor and perceptor, Guru Dev,
is said to have opened the way for the discovery of this simple
method of mcdilation for the ordinary people, irrespective of their
religious persuasion in contrast to the arduous method of medita-
tion adopted by the enlightened ones in H!ndu aduaitic ~r
Sallkhyafl tradition. Mahesh Yogi, however, did not regard this
popular method as something new and alien to the Hindu Sacred
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Scriptures but as something. hidden in them, and as something
naturally flowing from their resourcefulness ..

3. The Concept of Creative Intel1igence

. ™claims to be a science of creative intelligence. Its aim
IS to get at the very roots of our thought. In broad outline, ™
may be sketched as follows. With the aid of a trained teacher the
?spirant is initiated in to the ™ technique.4 A personal m~nt,a
IS chosen. It may not have any specific meaning, but its vibration
affects sam: parts of the brain. The inward journey is supposed to
reac~ the Inner recess of consciousness. Since this is regarded as
a .different stage from those of waking, sleeping and dreaming
Mabarshi, following the lead of Mandukhya Upanishad,s calls it
the fourth. This 'mental diving' is never a forced one for it is built
on t~e natural tendency of the mind to go beyond our ordinary
conscious level. In fact, Intelligence that comprises the conscious
level forms a very small portion of what is held in man's psyche.
The conscious level of our mind is enriched as we dive deeper
into the subconscious' levels by means of ™ technique. The
creativity of mind is enhanced' proportionately. Apparently, it is
an addition of a perfection to the active mind. From a theoretical
point of view as accepted in the Upanishads the Self transcends
or frees itself from all limitations and enters into the fourth state
of consciousness 'mentioned' above. The declared aim of ™'
technique is to re·establish harmony in the individual human being
and to give him peace; this is accepted as the only means to attain
inner peace, wisdom and happiness. Scientific research into this
restful state attained through'meditation is claimed to have reveal-
ed that inducement of such a state in man increases his creativity.
The rest and relaxation derived through TM is found to be radi-
cally different from the same effects obtained through the natural
process of sleep. It relieves one from all the accumulated stresses
and strains of life. The ability to learn increases whereas by the
use of drugs, alcohol and tobacco, etc, this ability tends to decrease.
As a' consequence of such meditation, a person is ,enabled to do
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rc work lind to do it efficiently. Such are the results reportedmo .
by the researches in this field.

This creativity is linked with certain specific. conc!iti?ns,
ly n well-balanced life and mental growth. Again this Idea

nome , lb' I u: a ed tois based on the assumption t,1at eing ess Sp~ClUCcamp r
I onsciousness of the waking state, the varIOUS levels of un-

t rc cious can become the source of inspiration for creativity, likeconsc • '. h d
king new combinations and novel designs, composing un ear

maIIJ1·e< finding proper solutions to riddles and puzzles and 'so
me 0 ~, '. buri d .It enriches the memory by removing the repressions une 111
the various layers of sub-conscious and thus makes a person more
authentic.

The first serious attempt to establish the claims of TM W?S
d .tak b 1) K Wallace in 1968 then a graduate student 10un ella en y .., . , '.. C lif . Lo

the Department of Physiolo.gy ~t the University ~f .a I orrua, s
Angeles. His area of investigation wa~ ,the Physlolo~lcal effects of
I TM technique in individuals practising the te~~11lque r~gula:ly.

t 1C . PI D hesi . I d "I he Physiological'II cse studies resulted 111 a 1, • t CSIScnttt e .
Effects 0/ Transcendental Meditation:, A Propo~ed Fourth o~~~
State 0/ Consciousness : (1970). lhe definite ,effects
technique were attested in terms of reduced metabolic ra~e, changes
. blood chemistry increased skin resistance and a ~onslstent ~a~
~~rn of changes in'the electrical activity of the"bram as r~cor ~
b the EEG.6 These researches point ~ut that the state induced
b~ the Transcendental Meditation techm.que was not to ~e thought
of as some sort of exotic distortion Impressed. on t e nervous

f outs' Ide but rather should be considered as a new,system rom , bl b
yet entirely natural state of consciousness c.ompara e. to, ut ler-
haps actually more fundamental than, waking, dreaming, or eep
sleep," .
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4•. , Transcendence from a Religious and Scientific point of View

i. Transcendence as expansion: The very expression "transcen-
dental meditation" needs explanation. The term 'meditation' is
taken here in its ordinary sense, namely, as a continuous devotional
exercise of contemplation; but the qualifier 'transcendental' may
mean several things. It usually signifies a mental process which
goes beyond what is already given. Such a transcendence of the
mind is, in a sense, necessary to liberate oneself from the enslavino
relation one has with the concrete situations of life. Even in th~
formation of concepts there is a transcendence from the individua-
lizing notes of the concrete reality. This process is more evident
in the case of fine arts. For instance, originality in art often depends
on the ability of the self to be free from the definite forms that
mind already possesses, and in utilizing and visualizing the rich
content of the deeper layers of mind. The greater the effort of the
artist to free himself from the forms already conceived, the better
is his performance and originality.

~n ~sychology, tr~scend~nce ~an also mean the 'absence of
attentIO,n . When focal attennon IS absent, there is no de£i.n.ite
perceptIOn, and this provides a lot of rest and relaxation to the
conscious mind, setting aside physical and mental tensions and
strains. But from the psychological point of view ~ number of in-
hibitions c?me from the self (ego), and as- the ego dissolves by
self-forge.wng: these constraining factors disappear. In such a
mental SItuation body-functions follow the control of the sub-
cortical nucleus-the most natural and prenatal form of body-control.
C~nse~ue~tl.Y. the cortex gets full relaxation and thereby uncon.
SCIOUS mhlbwons are resolved to a certain extent.

Ov~r ~nd above these, transcendence involves growth and
progr~~s 10 It. Every form of transcendence implies a transition from
~ fanuhar and se~ure state to an unfamiliar and insecure state. That
IS .to say, they Involve risks. All living beings are instinctively
d~lven t~ take some such risks. Unlike other beings, man and
hIgher anImals can foresee possible dangers and Obstacles. As a
result, a~ w~ know, they hesitate to take the risk. When the threat
to security IS t?O grea~ they may even refrain from accepting the
challenge and rIS~. ~h~s m~y come in the way of "expansion" or
?eve!opme.nt, which IS implied in transcendence. The ™ technique
IS said to Increase man's ~~pacity to take risks and the courage to
sa~ g~~d-bye to the fanubar and secure and to move on to the
umanuliar and uncharted areas.
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.. Anxiety and TM: Another area where ™makes some valid
IIi ims is in the region of perplexed mind. Today man has become
all the more anxious about his future, his health, security, career

d so on. Hcidcggerian thought presents the phenomenon of death
an the source of man's great anxiety. As long as man lives, the fear~fdC:llh looms lnrge over his very ex~stence. The o~ly way a m~n
can be free from it is to cease to exist. In the ultimate analysts,
death means a separation of the soul from body. Hence the real
source of anxiety revolves round the separation of the soul
from the body. Many of the major world religions profess the
survival of the soul after death. Mere' knowledge of this is of no
avail' to .man at present. But if one gets an experience of death
and still survives, then one may Iind it easy to think of one's own
impending death with pe~ce an~ ease. By all ac~ount~, such a re-
living seems to be impossible. Still, a temporary lflt~ntlonal separa-
tion may give each individual some faint experience of d~a.th.
Actually this is what happens in the TM. The pure self, diving
deeper into the hidden layers of consciousne~s, ~rees and separates
itself from :III objects. The pure self dwells In J~S own abo~e and
existence. Wrapped in its own existence, self. IS. led t? tIm.eless
and unlimited avenues of experience. Hence It IS an Intentional

, death. If one can feel free and at home with such an experience,
no anxiety can pose a threat to his peace for he is now free from the
basic anxiety of death. As a result of this, ™ is consi?~red as
a panacea for all the mental disorders and abnormalities and
neuroses.

Ill. ™ and Education, Another field in which ™ has made a
substantial claim is the field of education. The literal meaning of
the term Villaya, the equivalent to the word education, is to lead,
or guide somcbody. In a sense, the purpose of education is also
to lead one out of his ignorance and thus to make him free. The
Upanishads understand self, in its pure state, as absolute freedom
and as a bound reality in its earthly existence. -True knowledge
acquired through education can make the soul realize that it is
complete freedom, an awareness which brings liberation to the
soul. TM, being a practice of transcendence, a leading out of the
limitations of the present, can fulfil this goal of educational
process.

iv. The 'Maharshi Effect': The betterment of individual con-
sciousness by the practice of ™ is supposed to result in the re-
finement of collective consciousness at every level-family, com-
munity, city, state, and the nation as a whole. This influence
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imparts to the society peace, harmony and progress. According
to Maharshi Mahesh Yogi, if even one percent of a city popula-
tion participates in the Transcendental Programme, it will effect
a transition to greater orderliness and harmony in that city. This
projected change in the life of 11 community is known as 'Mahar-
shi Eflecr'. Believing that a refinement of national conscious-
ness is taking shape, the Maharshi inaugurated the dawn of the
Age of Enlightenment for mankind on 12 January 1975. He reo
garded the second year of this Age (1976) as the year of World
Government and the third year (1977) as the year of Ideal
Society. How far the propagandist elements and fanfare attached
to this movement deserves our attention is a matter to be de-
cided by each. individual scholar.

v . Wider Area 01 Application: The availability of the ™ techni-
que as a natural means for producing transcendental conscious .
ness (a fourth stage of consciousness which may develop into a
fifth stage of consciousness or cosmic consciousness) has stimu-
lated an intensive study of psycho-physiological correlates of
higher state of consciousness at the Maharshi European Research
University (MERU). In order to illustrate the integrative style
of functioning of the mind and body developed through the pra-
ctice of the ™ technique, MERU started a series of studies of
the electro-physiological and electroencephalographic changes
(EEG) in advanced participants in TM programmes. .These
studies arrived at the following observations: i) EEG frontal
alpha coherence, indicating orderliness of bruin function; ii)
neurological cl!iciency as measured by paired Hoffmann reflex;
iii) high creativity test scores indicating fluent, flexible, and
original thinking; and iv) clear experience of transcendental con-
sciousness during the practice of Transcendental Meditation
technique.f Making use of these and similar observations, further
scientific study has been conducted by MERU in the field of
psychology (the relation between TM practice and intelligence,
learning, academic performance and development of personality),
physiology, sociology (rehabilitation and productivity and quality
of life) and parapsychological phenomena' (the TM-Sidhi pro-
grammes). These researches are still in the nascent state and a de-
finite evaluative judgement about them at this stage would be cer-
tainly premature. Yet this movement illustrates how a so-called reo
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ligious phenomenon can be subjected to scientific study. Having
detached it from the context of Hinduism, will such a scientific in-
vestigation destroy its religious character is another question which
has still to be studied.

5. The Religious Relevance of 1M

i, A Hel]. 10 Sell-Transcendence: Spiritual writers regard sell-
trallscendence as a noble characteristic of human activity.? "To
a certain extent true knowledge and love is possible only by a
sclf-transcendcnce."10 The human person in his natural selfhood is a
dynamic openness to transcendence ... " "Through knowledge,' a
person goes beyond himself into the world of being. Knowing i~.
a cognitive self-transcendence ... " "Likewise, ·through love, a
person goes beyond himself and enters into : communion with
others".11 .

What is actually transcended here in this process?' Trans-
cendence is certainly an action of an agent. As long as this action
continues its agent cannot be the object of transcendence. Hence
what is transcended is the objectifiable aspect of the primordial
or pure subject. This self- transcendence involving self-forgetful-
ness is interpreted as self-enriching in Christian theological Circles.
Docs the, soul become richer' by intentionally. gecom~~g the object

!I.· cr. ··(;o.!·, ~r;",· allll lIIan·. guili". Paul Ramsey, Niue Modern Marilli.,/.<.'

l'uul R""'q crl. (New York: A Mentor Book. "l7o)" In this work self,
t ral\~fl·IHkun.' i!\ t akcn to be the cause or man's unwiltingness 10 'rcpcnt."
'1'1", (Iillin.hv or repentance call he fully understood only ill connection
,.illl .lIan·, nature as a sclt-transccuding spirit. "\Ve not only. know, nul
we· know Ilial we know. and can ponder in thought over the very facl,
that we an- ..hie thus to reflect in thought" (1'.. r.6). "These moments
,,( <d('lran'fl'lIlknrc may be multiplied endlessly hy. the sillgle indivi-
dun l "ltll"': he tirst sees himself', then sec' himself sccing him'elf. ·3011 "so
Oil" (1" r,Il). "Sclf-ccmrcd self-transcendence sum. up thc endless and
"(len ,l1l7llinl: f(Hl,·"llltioll~ of personal consciousncs, s, and the col~plira:·
liom il illl ....lh .... ·, into human rclat ionsh ips in the grcat novels of Dns-
tncvsk i" II'. "i).

'0. Ilvruard J. Tyrrell. C;Iori.•tnfllrrn/,),: Hralitlg· TllYouglt Enlightenment
rnan~alon': SI. l'alll Puhlicat ion, '!17R). "Self-transcendence i, hoth the
roval mac! 10 anll in iu higher mode. a participni ion in. ctemal lifc"
1'. '12.
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known? Does the self become enriched through personal com-
munion with other individuals? Both questions are answered
affirmatively. In other words, in the acts of knowing and loving,
the subject or self is being perfected or becomes richer by the
process of transcendence involved in them. This is becoming
"blessed by being poor in spirit", by freeing oneself from what
one already holds.

Now the question is whether the self-transcendence envis-
aged by philosophers, theologians and psychotherapists is similar
to our identical with the achievements made through Transcen-
dental Meditation. Both certainly speak of enrichment through
transcendence. But there is a difference in the process or in the
methodology involved in these two instances. In the act of knowing
and loving the self-transcendence is only presupposed; it is not
practised consciously. In the Transcendental Meditation all con-
scious forms of mind are positively and consciously eliminated
with a view to improving the creative intelligence. In both cases
the final result is the enrichment of the self.

ii. ™ as Religiously Nelltral: The ancient Hindu Scriptures,
from which the method got its basic inspiration, was clearly
theistic. Many regard even the Samkhya-Yoga system as basically
theistic. Maharshi Mahesh Yogi himself presents ™ as a method
of God realization.t- Yet it can be practised even by an atheist.

He makes a distinction regarding the concept of God i.e., God
can be conceived, either "as a Supreme Being of absolute eternal
nature, or as a personal God at the top of phenomenal creation."I3
The Maharshi, however, prefers to conceive God as on absolute.
Now the question is whether the realization of an Impersonal Ab-
solute can be considered as true practice of religion. But if TM
discourages the adoration of a personal God, many theists may re-
gard with suspicion at the very method of TM.

in. ™ as a Means lor Contemplative Prayer: TM does not
claim to be a method for contemplative prayer. But if we mean by
prayer active awareness of the Absolute Reality, in line with the
advaita-thought, Mahesh Yogi follows the state of tranquillity
reached through TM technique as a form of prayer. Apart from the
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. of prayer if one considers 'I'M as a useful method toqueSUOIl, . f 11
h the Absolute to love ones neighbour, to live peace u y, to

reac , be i .r: d I hbe more creative and ellective, it may e jusnne . t ca~not, ow-
be considered as a better method for God-expenence com-

e:~~d to other methods. A believer in a perso~al God would. ~sk
himself again and again whether the concentration all. the posiuve

I·. f God of which religions speak, and on our fellowmenqua rues 0 . b h d hd the world in which we are to live IS not a etter met a . t an
~~1lnscending everything to be enriched by the whole reality.

6. Conclusion

In recent times, through physiological, I?sychological, an?
sociological studies on TM effect, t?~ connection between medi-
tation generally understood as a religious phenomenon, and phy-
sical sciences has been established beyond doubt, We are yet un-
certain whether in the near future the sc~enc:s would reveal that
the physics of elementary particles and the sCl~nce of human con-
sciousness arc parallel views of the same ~eahty '. Howev~r th~t

b TM has given a chance to the physical sciences to mve~tl-
;~~ aehigWy developed tradition of man's inner search for reaht~
and wholeness. If these studies could accelerate the process of UnI-

fication of the two well-known paths of human kn~~le?g;'bthd
inward and the outward, mankind would be eterna Yk1r e ~.
to these men of science and religion who would wor or t 1S

unification.


